PROFILE

Logistics Suite
Connect to a vast carrier network to plan, book, ship and track

Today, moving goods and materials
from one point to another requires
a well-planned strategy and careful
coordination from planning to
execution. Efficient, agile networks
call for fast, intuitive and easy-touse execution tools, whether an
organization uses ocean, air, rail,
road or a combination of these. By
planning, executing and tracking
multimode shipments on a single
platform, companies can centralize
and standardize their processes,
optimize shipping costs and deliver
superior customer service.
Moving Goods With Efficiency
Shipping capacity limits, higher costs, demands for
faster distribution and the need for real-time visibility are
making transportation management more critical now
than ever. Based on the most robust consolidated platform
for planning and executing global transportation across
all modes, e2open®’s Logistics suite has been proven
to help companies ship goods faster while reducing

needs, book capacity, track progress in real time and
ensure invoice accuracy, all from one sophisticated
transportation management system (TMS).

Meeting Every Need With
a Single Logistics Platform
Now companies of any size can manage all aspects
of transportation planning, optimization, booking,
tracking and payment processing on one platform.
Cross-functional, cross-enterprise and cross-ecosystem
integration helps shippers respond to challenges
and remove silos. Control tower capabilities move
business leaders from basic track-and-trace to a deeper
understanding of how missed milestones will impact
the business and what corrective actions to take.

Connecting Domestic
and International Providers
Companies using e2open’s applications gain access to
the industry’s largest community of ocean, air, rail, truck
and parcel carriers, in addition to freight forwarders
and many leading logistics service providers. More
than 25% of global ocean trade is moved annually
on the e2open platform. The network also includes
61,000 suppliers and contract manufacturers for
electronic collaboration. These existing connections
reduce the need to invest time and money to integrate
with new carriers for additional modes or regions.

costs and risks. Shippers can plan their transportation
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“E2open has enabled us to differentiate our logistics services with a powerful
solution that has significantly improved customer satisfaction and contributed
to growing our business internationally.”
Senior Vice President
Global Marine and International Logistics Services
Global Logistics Provider

Applications

Audit and Settlement

Transportation Forecasting

1% to 4% of total logistics spend with a smooth,

Plan transportation with the same sophistication as

automated process to ensure accuracy before paying.

Reduce the time required for freight audits and save

finished goods, incorporating promotional and seasonal
sales surges by accurately forecasting your logistics needs.

Equipment Management
Minimize container handling and equipment costs.

Global Parcel

Improve efficiency by eliminating empty runs and

Ship and track packages across the globe with a single

port wait times as you lower your carbon footprint.

integrated platform for labels, manifesting and tracking,
selecting the optimal carrier and service.

Global Logistics Orchestration
Real-time visibility into shipments is just the beginning.

Transportation Management

Understand the impact of delays on downstream

Simplify and optimize logistics activities with a single

operations and put decisions into action — all from

application for planning, carrier procurement, execution

one place.

and settlement — across all modes and regions.
Bookings

About e2open

Book directly with carriers based on routing, service

At e2open, we’re creating a more connected, intelligent

and transit times. Prepopulate booking requests with

supply chain. It starts with sensing and responding

instructions and service details to simplify operations.

to real-time demand, supply and delivery constraints.
Bringing together data from customers, distribution

Logistics Visibility

channels, suppliers, contract manufacturers and logistics

Visibility For All™ — all modes, all legs and all regions.

partners, our collaborative and agile supply chain platform

All companies gain access to real-time data and

enables companies to use data in real time, with artificial

dashboards to identify the location of shipments.

intelligence and machine learning to drive smarter
decisions. All this complex information is delivered in a

Vehicle Routing and Scheduling

single view that encompasses your demand, supply and

Automate your planning, loading and routing processes,

logistics ecosystems. E2open is changing everything.

optimize driver-vehicle utilization and improve on-time

Visit www.e2open.com.

delivery performance to increase client satisfaction.
E2open and the e2open logo are registered trademarks of e2open, LLC,
or its affiliates. All other trademarks, registered trademarks and service
marks are the property of their respective owners.
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